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Imperial heavy duty commercial freezer alarm

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Chicago Industrial Reuse and Parts Blog-Newsgroup &gt; Cook County &gt; Scrap Metal Only &gt; Imperial Upright Commercial Heavy Freezer Imperial Heavy Duty Commercial Freezer This is a used freezer in excellent condition that is about 10 years old. I bought it for over $2,000 and it was used to keep gourmet
steaks frozen. The freezer looks and works very well. We don't use it anymore, so it's time to go. 20.7 ft. Measurements: 70h x 32w x 30deep. Freezer has: Power on light, temperature alarm, super freeze switch, super-freeze switch, slide-out basket, security lock key w/pop-out, inner light, adjustable shelf, thaw drain and quick-freezing
shelves-(shelfs contain cooling coils to freeze food quickly). Please feel free to message me if you need more information Greetings I just inhereted this 1991 freezer, model UL1991ECW1. When I first plugged it into it it immediately started buzzing (very loud). I looked around the unit and discovered two rocker switches and three lights on
the bottom, right, front kick panel. I shook the left switch from right to left position, the hum turned off and the light went from red to off. Can someone please me directly to the maunal for this drive that describes the functionality of these switches? Also, the front hit plate and rear access panel are missing. Any ideas where I can pick up
replacements? thank you Tom Most likely, the heavy hum came from the relay on the compressor, which he couldn't turn on. If the hum is intermitting, on and off after a few seconds, and returns, then its definitely a compressor that can't start, try a relay in the first place. Econo Appliance Service - San Diego experts in repairing
appliances! Imperial Freezer Switches I have an imperial freezer circa 1997 that we got. The front kick panel on mine only has one rocker, which is for a temperature alarm that you can turn on after the freezer is in operation. If someone left the door open or if the freezer falls under... freezing, it makes a very loud attention-getting noise
buzzing. On my model, there is a light on the lower right shot panel, which is simply a light of power. There is another switch just inside the door on the bottom right, which is for Super Freeze. That's used to quickly bring down the temperature say after first turning the unit off or after loading a lot of stuff into it. Normally, it would only be
used to reach the temperature and would be stopped later during normal operation. Here's the contact information in the manual: Broich Enterprises 6440 City West Parkway Eden Prairie, MN 55344 (800) 526-6696 I hope this helps you a little. Little.
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